Terms of Use
The use of this Website is subject to the following terms and conditions of use
(these “Terms of Use”).
Please read these Terms of Use carefully before accessing or using any part of this
Website. By accessing or using this Website, you agree that you have read,
understand and agree to be bound by these Terms of Use, as amended from time to
time, additional terms and conditions applicable to specific areas of this Website
posted in particular areas of the Website, as well as the Sarclad Privacy and Cookies
Policy, which is hereby incorporated into these Terms of Use. If you do not wish to
agree to these Terms of Use, do not access or use any part of this Website.

Website Content
The entire contents of this Website (including all information, software, text, displays,
images and audio) and the design, selection and arrangement thereof, are
proprietary to Sarclad or its licensors and are protected by international laws
regarding copyrights, trademarks, trade secrets and other proprietary rights. You are
authorized only to use the content on the Sarclad Website for non-commercial or
personal use, or legitimate business informational purposes related to your role as a
current or prospective employee, customer, supplier or distributor of Sarclad. You
may not copy, modify, create derivative works of, publicly display or perform, sell,
republish, store, transmit, exploit or distribute any of the material on this Website
without the prior written consent of Sarclad.

User Content
All information (other than personal information, which is governed by our Privacy
and Cookies Policy), including data, text, files, graphics and other materials that you
transmit to the Website or otherwise supply to Sarclad is referred to as “User
Content”. By transmitting User Content on or through this Website, you agree that
you are solely responsible for the transmission, accuracy, completeness, ownership
and publication of that User Content, and that Sarclad is not responsible for your
transmission of the User Content. By transmitting User Content to Sarclad or
otherwise making User Content available on or through the Website, you grant
Sarclad a royalty-free, world-wide, perpetual, irrevocable, non-exclusive and fully
sub-licensable right and license to use, reproduce, modify, adapt, publish, translate,
create derivative works from, distribute and display that User Content, in whole or in
part, and/or to incorporate it in other works in any form, media or technology, and
you agree that any “moral rights” in that User Content has been waived. Sarclad
does not monitor, review or edit User Content posted or made available on or
through the Website. However, Sarclad reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to
refuse, edit or remove any User Content, in whole or part, which in Sarclad’s
judgment does not comply with these Terms, is illegal, or is otherwise undesirable,
inappropriate, or inaccurate. Sarclad is not responsible for any decision, lack of
decision or delay in editing or removing User Content.

Disclaimer of Warranties and Limitation of Liability
The website, the site content and the products and services provided on or available
through this website are provided on an “as is” and “as available” basis, with all
faults. Neither Sarclad nor any person associated with Sarclad makes any warranty
or representation with respect to the quality, accuracy or availability of the website.
Specifically, but without limiting the foregoing, neither Sarclad nor anyone associated
with Sarclad warrants or represents that the Sarclad website, the site content or the
services provided on or through this website will be accurate, reliable, error-free or
uninterrupted; that defects will be corrected; that the Sarclad website or the server
that makes it available are free of viruses or other harmful components; or that the
Sarclad website will otherwise meet your needs or expectations. Sarclad disclaims
all warranties of any kind, express or implied, including any warranties of
merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose or non-infringement. In no event will
Sarclad, its officers, directors, employees, parents, subsidiaries, affiliates,
successors or assigns, or its licensors or contractors be liable for any damages of
any kind, under any legal theory, arising out of or in connection with your use of, or
inability to use, the website, the site content, any services provided on or through this
website or any linked site, including any direct, indirect, incidental, special,
consequential or punitive damages, including, but not limited to, personal injury, lost
profits or damages resulting from delay, interruption in service, viruses, deletion of
files or electronic communications, or errors, omissions or other inaccuracies in the
website or the site content, whether or not there is negligence by Sarclad and
whether or not Sarclad has been advised of the possibility of any such damages.

Indemnification
By using the Website and/or any of its Contents, you agree that, to the extent
permitted by law, you will defend, indemnify and hold Sarclad, its officers, directors,
employees, parents, subsidiaries, affiliates, successors or assigns harmless from
any and all claims, liabilities, costs and expenses, including reasonable attorneys’
fees, arising in any way from your use of the Website, any violation of these Terms
by You, or any User Content you transmit on or through the Website.

Third Party Websites
This Website may contain links to other websites operated by third parties that may
be of interest to you. We cannot control these third-party websites, which may collect
personal information from you. When you follow a link and leave this Website, you
do so at your own risk. We encourage you to read that party’s Terms of Use or
contact them directly regarding their privacy practices.
You are granted a limited, non-exclusive right to create a hyperlink to this Website
provided such link does not portray Sarclad or any of its products and services in a
false, misleading, or derogatory or otherwise defamatory manner. You may not use
Sarclad’s logo, trade marks, or other proprietary graphic to link to this Website

without the express written permission of Sarclad. This right may be revoked at any
time.

International Access
Sarclad controls and operates this Website from its offices in the United Kingdom.
Persons who access this Website from other locations do so on their own initiative,
and are responsible for compliance with local laws.

Enforcement/Choice of Law/Choice of Forum
If any part of the Terms of Use is determined by a court of competent jurisdiction to
be invalid or unenforceable, it will not impact any other provision of the Terms of
Use, all of which will remain in full force and effect. Any and all disputes relating to
the Terms of Use, the Privacy Policy, additional terms and conditions applicable to
specific areas of this Website, or your use of the Website or the content thereof are
governed by, and will be interpreted in accordance with, the laws of England, without
regard to any conflict of laws provisions.

Changes to the Terms of Use
Sarclad reserves the right to update or modify these Terms of Use, at any time and
without prior notice, by posting the revised version of these Terms of Use on this
Sarclad Website. If we modify these Terms of Use, the modifications will only apply
to personally identifiable information we collect after we have posted the revised
Privacy Policy on this Website.
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